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CYBER RISK MANAGEMENT – 
G7 CYBERSECURITY GUIDELINES FOR THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

On October 14, 2016, the Government of Canada announced its endorsement of the G7 Fundamental Elements of 
Cybersecurity for the Financial Sector guidelines adopted by the Group of Seven (“G7”) to assist financial sector 
entities to design and implement a suitable cybersecurity strategy and operating framework. The guidelines are 
useful for all organizations.

CYBER RISKS

Cyber risks are the risks of loss and liability (e.g. business 
disruption, financial loss, loss to stakeholder value, reputational 
harm, trade secret disclosure and other competitive harm, legal 
noncompliance liability and civil liability to customers, business 
partners and other persons) to an organization resulting from a 
failure or breach of the information technology systems used by 
or on behalf of the organization, including incidents resulting in 
unauthorized access, use or disclosure of regulated, protected 
or sensitive data. Cyber risks can result from internal sources  
(e.g. employees, contractors, service providers and suppliers) 
or external sources (e.g. nation-states, terrorists, hacktivists, 
competitors and acts of nature). Cyber risks are increasing 
in frequency, intensity and harmful consequences as a result 
of various circumstances, including increased sophistication 
and complexity of cyber-attacks, increased use of information 
technology and data and increased regulation.

Financial institutions can be particularly vulnerable to cyber 
risks, due to the pervasive use of information technology 
systems by financial sector entities and the interconnected 
nature of global financial systems. Cyber criminals have 
repeatedly targeted financial institutions around the world, 
including several recent breaches of the international financial 
messaging system.

G7 CYBERSECURITY GUIDELINES

The G7 Fundamental Elements of Cybersecurity for the 
Financial Sector are non-binding guidelines for financial 
sector private and public entities to help them design and 
implement, and regularly review, a cybersecurity strategy 
and operating framework that is suitable to their particular 
circumstances, risk management practices and culture, 
and thereby improve the cybersecurity and resilience of 
international financial systems.

The guidelines warn that cyber risks are growing more 
dangerous and diverse, and threaten to disrupt interconnected 
global financial systems and the institutions that operate and 
support those systems.

The guidelines explain that Canadian officials from Department 
of Finance Canada, Office of the Superintendent of Financial 
Institutions and Bank of Canada worked with G7 counterparts 
to identify cybersecurity measures for the financial sector and 
best practices that could be applied across the G7 countries 
(Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan and the 
United States).

The guidelines describe eight basic building blocks for a 
cybersecurity strategy and operating framework. Following is 
a summary:

▪ Cybersecurity Strategy and Framework: Establish and 
maintain a cybersecurity strategy and framework (to specify 
how to identify, manage and reduce cyber risks effectively in 
an integrated and comprehensive manner) that is suitable for 
the entity, tailored to specific cyber risks and appropriately 
informed by international, national and industry standards 
and guidelines.

▪ Governance: Define and facilitate performance of roles 
and responsibilities (including internal communications, 
reporting and escalation) for personnel implementing, 
managing and overseeing the cybersecurity strategy and 
framework to ensure accountability; and provide adequate 
resources, appropriate authority and access to the entity’s 
governing authority (e.g. board of directors). The governing 
authority should establish the entity’s cyber risk tolerance 
and oversee the design, implementation and effectiveness 
of the cybersecurity program.

▪ Risk and Control Assessment: Identify and assess 
relevant cyber risks to all functions, activities, products 
and services throughout the entity and interconnections, 
dependencies and third parties, and identify and implement 
controls (including systems, policies, procedures and 
training) to protect against and manage those risks  
within the tolerance set by the governing authority.
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▪ Monitoring: Establish systematic monitoring processes to rapidly detect cyber 
incidents and periodically evaluate the effectiveness of identified controls, including 
through network monitoring, testing, audits and exercises.

▪ Response: Timely assess the nature, scope and impact of a cyber incident; contain 
the incident and mitigate its impact; notify internal and external stakeholders  
(e.g. law enforcement, regulators, shareholders, service providers and customers); 
and coordinate joint response activities. Establish, implement and exercise incident 
response policies and procedures.

▪ Recovery: Resume operations responsibly, while allowing for continued remediation 
and preventative activities. Establish and test contingency plans for essential activities 
and key processes.

▪ Information Sharing: Share reliable, actionable cybersecurity information with  
internal and external stakeholders to enhance defenses, limit damage, increase 
situational awareness and broaden learning.

▪ Continuous Learning: Systematically review the cybersecurity strategy and  
framework regularly and when events warrant to address changes in cyber risks, 
best practices and technical standards (within the financial industry sector and 
other sectors), allocate resources, identify and remediate gaps and incorporate  
lessons learned.

COMMENT

The G7 cybersecurity guidelines are consistent with cyber risk management guidance 
previously issued by Canadian financial industry regulators and self-regulatory 
organizations, including Canadian Securities Administrators, Mutual Fund Dealers 
Association of Canada, Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada 
and Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions of Canada. While the G7 
cybersecurity guidelines are directed to the financial sector, they provide a helpful 
summary of some basic cyber risk management practices and considerations that  
are useful for all organizations. ▪
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For more information about cyber risk management and BLG’s related legal services,  
please see the BLG website. 
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